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QUICK-START GUIDE |
To help you find out which illnesses you have 

and which chapters to read first.

WHO IS THIS BOOK WRITTEN FOR?
This book is primarily designed to help the average church

member understand how to renew and grow a church. This first
chapter is a Quick-Start Guide that will allow you to quickly identify
problems and then go directly to the chapters that address the cures
your church needs.
This book is also useful for pastors and denominational leaders.

Though church volunteer leaders can administer the cures
described here, pastors and denominational leaders will find that
this is the one place where all the major illnesses that impair
churches are diagnosed and their field-tested cures are presented.
These cures are based on twenty-plus years of church growth
consulting, ten books, and two earned doctorates from Fuller
Theological Seminary.

HOW DOES THE WORK?
First use figure A (p. 13) to identify your church problems.

Adjacent to each problem is the chapter from this book that
addresses that problem. You do not need to read the entire book
if your problem is addressed in just a few chapters. 
A true cure will only be effective if it is driven by church

members, because the average churchgoer will still be in a
church long after the pastor is gone. Thus, the most effective way
to get a church back on the road to long-term health is for these



churchgoers to identify the problem and administer the cure
themselves.
There are four basic cures (each comprised of several pre-

scriptions). Church members will form T.E.A.M. groups that
investigate the prescriptions that are right for your church. There
will be one to four T.E.A.M. groups based upon the severity of
your problem. T.E.A.M. is an acronym for:

• Treatment: Each team will investigate one cure and sug-
gest a treatment based on the prescriptions in this book.1

• Educate: Each team will educate the congregation and
other T.E.A.M. groups about the church problem(s) and
the cure(s).

• Action Plan: Each team will draft a plan for action.
4 Sometimes a T.E.A.M. will do the plan of action itself. 
4Other times a T.E.A.M. may delegate the plan of action
to an appropriate group within the church and monitor
its progress. 

4Each T.E.A.M.’s major focus will be to generate a work-
able action plan from the cures in this book.

• Measure Progress: Each T.E.A.M. will create four-month
goals. At the end of four months, all T.E.A.M.s will come
together and share their progress, holding one another
accountable.

WHAT IS YOUR PROBLEM?
Use figure A to identify your problems and which chapters to

read first. 
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Figure A: Identifying Your Church Problems and Your Cures

Church Problem3 2 4 6 8
Circle both checkmarks in all rows that apply

Congregation divided into factions 3 3
Immorality in the church 3 3
Leaders have left unexpectedly 3 3
Decline in attendance after a building program, relocation, or merger 3 3
High pastoral turnover 3 3
New ethnicities moving into the neighborhood 3 3
Aging congregation 3 3
High turnover in attendees 3 3
Newcomers usually don’t stay longer than eighteen months 3 3
Few newcomers visit unless they are visiting the area or 
attendees 3 3

Part-time pastor 3 3
Recently fired staff 3 3
Church controlled by a small group of leaders or an extended family 3 3
Worship is dated and not reaching younger generations 3 3
Administrative boards are divided 3 3
Pastoral staff makes most of the important church decisions 3 3
Leaders and/or attendees have left to start a new church 3 3
Leaders use their power for selfish goals 3 3
Church is focused mainly on its own needs 3 3
Church facilities need expensive repairs 3 3
Most of attendees have been Christians for many years 3 3
The church is too close-knit for its own good 3 3
Church has a culture of dishonesty 3 3
Community residents are moving out of the area 3 3
Church has its own way of doing things and new people don’t 
easily adjust 3 3

Most of the congregation is living on a fixed income 3 3
Church has suffered a public scandal in the last five years 3 3
Church has a poor reputation in the community 3 3
Staff divided into factions 3 3
Income levels of attendees is declining 3 3
Church facility is hidden from much of the community 3 3
Cultural differences between churchgoers and non-churchgoers 3 3
Church cannot pay its bills 3 3
Church facilities are thwarting growth 3 3
Church attendees are not as passionate about God as they once were 3 3
Church community outreaches have resulted in little attendance growth 3 3
Many attendees have limited knowledge about the Bible 3 3
Trouble getting people to volunteer 3 3
None of the above4 3 3 3 3
TOTAL (Add up in each column the total number of checkmarks you 
circled. The chapters with the most circled checkmarks contain the 
cures that should be addressed first.)

Chapters that address
this problem2
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What Is Your Cure?

Total the Number of Checkmarks You Circled in the Four

Right Columns of Figure A. The columns with the most circled
checkmarks should be the chapters with the most relevant cure
for your situation.

Meet with Other Congregants. Share your results and decide
as a group which chapters will be the most helpful for your 
situation.
If most of your checkmarks are in just one or two columns,

you may find that you only need to read one or two cures. Other
times, three chapters or all four chapters will need to be read.
If you do not have enough church leaders to form four teams,

start by forming T.E.A.M. groups for the most relevant cures.
Ask Congregants to Participate in One of the T.E.A.M.s. Each

congregant participates in only one team. Each T.E.A.M. will:

• Read the relevant chapter.
• Meet at least once a month over the next four months to
4T = Find appropriate Treatments,
4E = Educate the church about the best treatment,
4A = Make an Action plan, and
4M = Decide how to Measure progress.
• Select 
4A convener who will arrange monthly meetings, chair
the meetings, encourage attendance, and report progress.

4A secretary who will announce meetings, secure meet-
ing space and location, provide copies of actions plans
and books, take meeting notes, and edit the plan of
action.
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All T.E.A.M.s Will:

• Join together every four months with all T.E.A.M.s to
check progress and for accountability (until they all agree
the cure is accomplished or sufficiently delegated).

• Join together once a year with all congregants to reexamine
and revise their cures (see pp. 160–167 for details).

What Is the Purpose of Why and How Chapters?

Each cure is given two chapters:

• The why chapters explain why each cure is important. If
you would like more information about the reasons behind
each cure, then consult the why chapters. Others will consult
the why chapters when they simply want more information.

• The how chapters explain how to administer the cure. If
your church is in a crisis, you may want to skip the why
chapters for now. This allows you to concentrate on the how
chapters so a church can quickly get back on the road to
renewal and growth.5

What Does the Magnifying Glass Symbol Represent?

Because this book is to the point and easy to read, additional
information has been made available online at www.wesleyan.org/
wph/cureresources. When you
see a magnifying glass (like
this example), it indicates that
there are more insights in the
online appendixes, which you
can  download and examine for
more insights into each cure.
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For More Information Read:
• An appendix will be
cited here

• Another appendix may
be cited here 



WHY IS RENEWAL AND GROWTH SO IMPORTANT?

Why the Common Church Is So Widespread

Today the average or common church in North America
averages around seventy-five attendees.6 Over twenty years of
consulting work has led me to believe that a church needs to
average around 175 attendees for it to have the level of staff and
ministries that most people have come to expect from churches
today. 
Less than a century ago, the church was the social hub of

most communities, but today multiple social competitors have
arisen. Some polls have suggested that only 40 percent of Amer-
icans go to church, but other researchers have found that people
exaggerate how often they attend church and the actual number
is about 18 percent.7 Regardless of the percentage, the church in
North America no longer enjoys the status of being the place to
be on Sunday mornings. One author summarized, “The crisis,
most simply put, is that the social function the churches once
fulfilled in American life is gone.”8
Add to this that churches are aging or embroiled in conflict,

and you can see that the average or common church is unhealthy,
either being too small, too divided, or too discouraged to grow. 

Why Should Your Church Be an Uncommon Church?

There are thousands of churches making the switch from
conflict, decline, and marginalization to renewal and growth.9
They are bucking the trend and becoming uncommon churches
in a world where the common church is marginalized at best,
and dying at worst.
These chapters are the result of not only my years of church

growth consulting, writing, and research on the cures for the
common church, but they are also combined with the best
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insights from my fellow researchers.10 It is my desire to put our
best advice for renewal and growth into one book that will help
average church leaders quickly get their church back on the path
to growth!

God’s Desire for an Uncommon Church

God, too, desires something more than the conflicted, ill, and
marginalized church that is common today. Jesus stated in no
uncertain terms that the church was to be the beacon of hope,
the place of refuge, and the source of good news to a despondent
and conflicted world. To remind us of God’s wishes for his
church, this chapter ends with a brief selection of Scriptures. It
is toward helping the church overcome her poor health and
return to growth and strength that these cures are aimed.
“The church grew. They were permeated with a deep sense

of reverence for God. The Holy Spirit was with them, strength-
ening them. They prospered wonderfully” (Acts 9:31 MSG).
“The way God designed our bodies is a model for understand-

ing our lives together as a church: every part dependent on every
other part. . . . If one part hurts, every other part is involved in
the hurt, and in the healing. If one part flourishes, every other
part enters into the exuberance” (1 Cor. 12:25–26 MSG).
Paul wrote, “The focus of my letter wasn’t on punishing the

offender but on getting you to take responsibility for the health
of the church” (2 Cor. 2:9 MSG).

There Is No Time to Waste!

Go back to figure A and find the most critical cures for the
most pressing problems of your church. Then use T.E.A.M.s to
begin to investigate, plan, and grow back into health. God has
promised to help you (2 Cor. 4:7–11), because, after all, he wants
an exceptionally uncommon church, too.
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WHY GROWO.U.T.? | 1

THE COMMON CHURCH IS OFTEN INGROWN
Slowly over time most churches grow primarily inward in

their focus, rather than focusing outward to meet the needs of
those outside the church.1 The result of this inward focus is that
churches stop reaching non-churchgoers because they are less
frequently meeting the needs of those outside of their fellowship. 
Most non-churchgoers will avoid an ingrown church altogether

because it does not appear to be sensitive to their needs. Even newly
launched and emerging churches are not immune to becoming
ingrown. The close fellowship created in new church plants,
multiple-site churches, cell churches, art churches, café churches,
and house churches often subtly redirect the leaders’ attention
inward and away from their mission fields. 

“Yours may be a COMMON CHURCH if . . .”
(SELF-SCORING—Check all that apply)

c Your church has a long history in
the community.

c Church volunteers stay longer in
leadership positions than they
want to.

c Your church sponsors events for
the community but few community
residents attend.

c Your church has a daycare and/or
preschool but few of the parents
attend your church.

c There is a lot of bickering and
fighting in your church.

c Your church spends a lot of
energy and money trying to have
a better Sunday service. 

c Your closest friends are also
churchgoers.

c Most of your church volunteers
live outside of the area in which
the church is located.

c Few newcomers visit your church
and those who do often stop
attending within eighteen months.

c Most of your church attendees
live outside the area in which the
church is located.

c Your paid staff and volunteers
spend most of their time focusing
on church needs.

c Your church often argues about
money, styles of music, or 
leadership decisions. 

c You have an outreach committee
or person with the responsibility
of reaching out to others.



Ask yourself, “How much of my volunteer time at church do
I spend on meeting the needs of the congregation rather than
meeting the needs of those who don’t go to church?” If you do
not see a balance, then the church you attend may be ingrown.

Good Churches Have This Problem Too

Ingrown churches actually arise for a good reason. A church’s
fellowship often is so attractive, compelling, and beneficial, that
before long most of a congregation’s attention becomes directed
toward these benefits. Donald McGavran summed up these pos-
itive and negative attributes by saying a good church will create
“redemption and lift.”2 By this he meant that once a person is
redeemed (restored back to a relationship with God), the person’s
fellowship with other Christians will lift him or her away from
previous friends who are non-churchgoers. The cure, according
to McGavran, is to realize that this lift is good (it raises your life
to a new level of loving Christ) but also bad (it separates you from
non-churchgoers who need Christ’s love too). McGavran argued
that balance is needed in meeting the needs of those inside the
church and those outside of it, and so does this chapter.

Good Reasons That Trap Churches into Ingrown Behavior

There are many reasons why churches gravitate toward an
internal focus rather than an external one. In figure 1.1, let’s look
at four common church characteristics that, when left unattended,
can unintentionally redirect a church into a closed, inward focus.

Figure 1.1: Good Reasons That Trap Churches in Ingrown Behavior
(SELF-SCORING—Check all that apply)

Does your church have a long history? The History Trap

The Organizational Trap

The Experience Trap

The Infirmity Trap

Does your church need to be better organized?

Does your church have experienced volunteers?

Does your church have a sizable ministry 
to hurting people?
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To understand figure 1.1, let’s look at each trap more thoroughly.
The History Trap—A Church with a Long History.A church that

is focused internally will eventually lose sight of its original mis-
sion and gravitate toward being an organization consumed with
helping itself. Years and years of internal focus will result in a
church that knows little else. Leaders raised in an internally
focused church will think that the volunteer’s role is to serve the
existing congregation, perhaps to the point of burnout. Time
erases the memory of the earliest days of a church conceived to
meet the needs of non-churchgoers.

The Organizational Trap—A Sizable Congregation That Must Be

Managed. Have you ever noticed that when new churches are
started, they often have an outward focus? This may be because a
newly planted church is often keenly aware that without reaching
out to others, the new church will die. However, I have noticed
that once a new church is about eighteen months old, it starts
becoming so consumed with its organizational needs that it spends
most of its time internally focused. Any church with a history over
eighteen months long will usually be internally focused.

The Experience Trap—A Church with a Talented and Long-

ServingTeam of Volunteers.3When a church has a cadre of talented
and gifted leaders, these volunteers are often asked to stay too long
in their positions. They become regarded as experts by others and
newcomers. The result is that leadership unintentionally becomes
a closed clique, which newcomers with innovative ideas will often
feel too intimidated to join.

The Infirmity Trap—A Church with a Ministry to Hurting People.

Hurting people are often seeking to have their hurts healed by the
soothing balm of Christian community. A church that is offering this
is doing something good, because to help hurting people is what
Christ calls his church to do (James 1:27). And a ministry to hurting
people must be conducted with confidentiality and intimacy. An
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unintentional result of such confidentiality is that these churches
can become closed communities too. Subsequently, churches
often thwart their mission to reach out to the hurting and instead
gravitate toward a closed fellowship where outsiders find it
increasingly harder to get in and get the help they need. 

SIGNS OF AN INGROWN CHURCH
Because positive church traits (such as closeness, long con-

gregational histories, and talented volunteers) often inadvertently
give rise to clan-like congregations, it is important to do a regular
checkup to see if you have become ingrown in focus. Figure 1.2
lists several behaviors that researchers see as signs of an increas-
ing internal focus. Ask yourself if some of these behaviors may
be evident in your church.
Figure 1.2: Signs of Ingrown Church Behavior 
Behaviors of Ingrown
Organizations4 Signs Behaviors of Ingrown

Churches
Leaders become the 
most valued asset in the
organization, often 
unintentionally giving off 
a sense of elitism.

Confidence 
Organizational 
leadership is overly
self-confident.

Leaders and church people
subtly give off a sense
that they have superior
insight when compared to
non-churchgoers.

Serving the organization 
is more important than
serving the people within it.

Importance
The organization
has become more
important than its
people.

Volunteers are urged to
ignore personal and family
needs for the sake of
serving the organization.5

Leaders try to control others
because the mission and
needs of the organization
are so important.

Power
People should 
be controlled for 
the sake of the
organization mission
and survival.

Church leaders persistently
stress the importance of
the organization’s mission.
This subtly insinuates the
organization’s needs
should take precedence
over family and personal
needs.

Leaders change course
often, casting aside 
volunteers in a desperate
attempt to make the
organization healthier.

Planning
All planning centers
around the needs 
of the organization.
Experts control 
planning.

Churches experiment with
many new ideas without
assessing suitability or
gaining feedback from
volunteers, because the
health of the organization
is more critical than the
health of the leaders.
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So, how are you doing? You can assess your status with figure
1.3, because there is a difference between an internally focused
church and one that is balanced with equal emphasis upon internal
and external needs. Figure 1.3 gives examples of churches that are
growing inward or outward. Check all that apply to your church.
The column with the most checks may indicate whether your
church is growing in, growing out, or is equally balanced (the goal
of an uncommon church).
Figure 1.3: How Many Ingrown Behaviors Does Our Church Exhibit?

(SELF-SCORING—Check all that apply)
Growing In Growing Out

c Our church sponsors events for
the community but few community
residents attend.

c My closest friends are also
churchgoers.

c Our church leaders spend most
of their time focusing on church
needs.

c Our church has a daycare and/or
preschool but few parents attend
our church.

c New people have moved into the
neighborhood, and I invite them
to church.

c We have an outreach committee
or person with the responsibility
of reaching out to others.

c My recreational activities are 
usually with fellow Christians.

c We do not have our own programs,
but we support a lot of community-
run benevolence programs.

c Our church often argues about
money, styles of music, or 
leadership decisions.

c Our adult Sunday schools are
usually comprised of those who
have attended the church for
many years.

c Our paid staff spends over fifteen
hours a week involved in non-
church-related community work.

c I regularly ask non-churchgoing
people about what they are 
reading.

c When our church sponsors 
community events, about half the
attendees are non-churchgoers.

c I vacation with non-churchgoing
friends.

c New people have moved into the
neighborhood, and I call them to
ask how I can help.

c Our church has a job-training 
program for the under-employed.

c Our church is known in the 
community for initiating many
benevolence programs that 
have helped the needy.

c At our church, you will find 
volunteers who are not yet 
Christians, but who are attracted
to the church because of our
focus on meeting needs.

c When we have community events,
we do not charge for food, etc.

c We have twelve-step groups that
are attended by many regular
church attendees.

Tally up the checks in this column.
TOTAL (growing IN): _________ 

Tally up the checks in this column.
TOTAL (growing IN): _________ 
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EMBRACE THE CALL AND AVOID THE TRAPS
All of the traps that led to inward-focusing behaviors began

with positive church traits. This means few churches today are
immune from becoming inwardly focused. Therefore, a prescrip-
tion for almost every church, even those that have recently
grown or exhibited the above positive attributes, is to first
embrace the call.
The call churches commonly follow leads to becoming an

ingrown church. But isn’t that growth OK? After all, it is growth
in intimacy, closeness, and fellowship. 
But Christ called his church to be something uncommonly

more. Most notably, he called his church to assist him in recon-
necting people to himself. Called the mission of God,6 chapters 7
and 8 will help to discover how the uncommon church fosters this.
Jesus also emphasized that this call would include meeting

the needs of those inside and outside his church. Jesus stressed
this latter aspect of the call when he gave his disciples this guide-
line: “Here is a simple rule of thumb for behavior: Ask yourself
what you want people to do for you; then grab the initiative and
do it for them! If you only love the lovable, do you expect a pat
on the back? Run-of-the-mill sinners do that. . . . I tell you, love
your enemies. Help and give without expecting a return. You’ll
never—I promise—regret it” (Luke 6:31–33, 35 MSG).
James warned the early New Testament church that it was

becoming ingrown and must immediately bring balance to their
call with a renewed focus on the “homeless and loveless.” James
boldly cautioned: “Anyone who sets himself up as ‘religious’ by
talking a good game is self-deceived. This kind of religion is hot
air and only hot air. Real religion, the kind that passes muster
before God the Father, is this: Reach out to the homeless and
loveless in their plight, and guard against corruption from the
godless world” (James 1:26–27 MSG).
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THE : HOW TO GROW O.U.T.
Chapter 2 will address the cure for this inward focus, beginning

with a short story that illustrates how easy it is for a congregation
to get trapped with an inward focus.7 In this story, good inten-
tions and even better fellowship lifted a church up to a new level
of spiritual harmony, but it also lifted it away from those who
needed help.
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